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REFLECTIONS ON ENGLISH PHRASAL VERBS
ÉVA KOVÁCS

Phrasal verbs, such as take o f f , look into, put up with - often called multi-word
verbs or verb + particle constructions
consist of a lexical verb, an adverb
(adverbial particle) and/or a preposition. Although they are a common feature of
the English language, they do not enjoy a good reputation in foreign language
teaching. The primary aim of this paper is to explore this notoriously difficult
aspect of the English language. I assume that the mistakes learners make in their
usage are mainly related to the syntactic, semantic, and stylistic properties of
phrasal verbs (cf. Kovács 2003 and 2005 a, b).
Most grammarians attribute the difficulties related to phrasal verbs mainly
to their semantics. As we might recognise easily, almost all verbs used with
particles in the combination are verbs of motion (go, run, throw, etc.), which is
important but not sufficient to understand the meaning of the combination. As
pointed out by Sinclair (1991: 67-68), sometimes even the verbs constituting
phrasal verbs are difficult to isolate semantically, e.g. 'What does set mean?' is
hardly a sensible question. It has to be put into context, because in most of its usage
it contributes to meaning in combination with other words. It is noteworthy that
among the many combinations of set are a number of phrasal verbs, such as set
about, set against, set apart, set aside, set back, set down, set forth, set in, set o f f ,
set on, set out and set up, etc. As for the particles, they basically denote directions
but in the majority of cases they contribute other special meanings to the meaning
of the combination, which is not so easy to recognise.
No doubt the semantics of multi-word verbs causes the most difficulties.
As pointed out by Sinclair (1991: 67-68), the co-occurrence of two quite common
little words can unexpectedly create a fairly subtle new meaning that does not seem
to be systematically related to either or both of the original words. This is the
general conception about multi-word verbs, which can rightly make them
frightening for students. It might be true that in many cases, even though they may
be familiar with both the verb in the phrasal verb and with the particle, they may
not understand the meaning of the combination, since it can differ greatly from the
meanings of the two words used independently. For example, make and up are very
common words which students encounter in their first weeks of learning English,
and yet the combination make up is not transparent.
Besides, the fact that multi-word verbs are often polysemous, i.e. they have
a number of different meanings, also adds to their complexity. Consider make up, a
relatively common phrasal verb. The dictionary called Macmillan Phrasal Verbs
Plus (2005: 271) gives 9 meanings of it:
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1. invent an explanation for something
He made up some excuse about the dog eating his homework.
2. invent a story or poem
That was a good story. Did you make it up?
3. combine together to form a whole
Women make up 40% of the workforce.
4. prepare or arrange something
I'll get the pharmacist to make this prescription up for you.
5. make an amount or a number complete
I'm paying £500 and Dave is making up the difference.
6. become friendly with someone again after having had an argument
They argue a lot, but they always kiss and make up.
7. do work you did not do before
Sorry, I'm late. I'll make up the time tonight.
8. produce something from cloth
She bought some fabric to make up a jacket.
9. decorate your face
She takes a long time to make up her face in the morning.
In addition, we can find three phrases with make up as well:
make up a bed ~ put sheets and covers on a bed so that it is ready for
someone to sleep in
I've still got the beds to make up.
make up the numbers ~ be at an event so that there are enough people
there
They invited the girl next door to dinner, just to make up the numbers,
make up your mind ~ make a decision
I haven't made up my mind which bus to take.
What is more, make up can function as a noun in three different meanings:
substances that people put on their faces (Some women wear no make-up at all.);
the people or things that combine to form something (Does this group reflect the
make-up of society as a whole?) and the way that words and pictures are arranged
on a page before a newspaper, magazine or book is printed (You can't add a single
word without changing the page make-up). Besides, in its past participle form, it is
often used attributively as an adjective, having the meaning imaginary or false, e.g.
a made-up story or wearing make up on your face, e.g. her lightly made-up face.
On the basis of what has been mentioned above, it is perhaps not surprising
that the semantics of phrasal verbs is what has been most widely examined by
scholars. However, traditional lexico-semantic analyses do not help learners much
to understand why verbs do or do not combine certain particles. When analysing
the meanings of verb + particle constructions, traditional grammarians, such as
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Live (1965) Bolinger (1971), Lipka (1972), Sroka (1972) and Fraser (1976), etc.
generally assume that phrasal verbs, being an arbitrary combination of a verb and
one or more particles, just have to be learnt. If that is the case, no doubt learning
phrasal verbs is an arduous and time-consuming task.
On the other hand, these scholars recognise that the particle can also
contribute some meanings to the meaning of the whole combination. They usually
point out the spatial and aspectual/Aktionsart meanings of particles. Let us just
mention Lipka (1972: 188), who observes that in a small group of VPCs with out,
the particle has the meaning 'into society', or 'into public knowledge', e.g. ask out
(sb) and invite out (sb). In another group, out has the meaning 'aloud', as in cry
out, read out (a letter) and speak out (words). In other functions, the particle is
apparently isolated, as in help out (sb) 'temporarily', ride out (a racehorse) 'to the
limit' and strike out 'vigorously' Sometimes, out gives a completive sense to the
verb, such as in fade out and die out.
Referring to up, Lipka notes that up can have the meaning 'again, a second
time', as in heat up (cold meat) and warm up (milk). The meaning 'awake' is found
in a number of VPCs with up, such as in keep up, stay up, wait up or giving it a
completive sense, e.g. beat sb up and wind up an activity; a business 'finish it or
stop doing it or close it down completely'
As Bolinger (1971: 99-102) also points out, phrasal verbs may
to a
limited extent - be placed in a number of sets, each with a common meaning
element. Up has the following meanings:
(1) the primitive directional meaning, literal or metaphorical, e.g.
The work piled up. He pushed up the windows.
Let's trade up (our car for a higher priced one). Chalk up a score.
(2) extended directional meaning, (something 'up' is visible), e.g.
Has he turned up yet? He grew up.
It opens up a whole new perspective. She brought up all her children in
this old house.
(3) perfective meaning as manifested in resultant condition, e.g.
The ice broke up. Vermount simply freezes up in winter.
You've dirtied up all the glassware. They closed up the house.
(4) perfective in the sense of completion or inception, e.g.
The rain let up. He clamped up. I can't just give up.
They rounded up the cattle. She took up dancing.
(5) perfective in the sense of obtaining high intensity, e.g.
They revved up (speeded up, hurried up).
Let's brighten up the colours. Speed up the engine.
Bolinger (1971: 104) gives the following meanings of out:
(1) literal „centrifugal" meaning
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(2) literal resultant condition meaning showing a gradient
I reached out for it. My shoes wore out. The mine gave out. They lost
out.
With that machine it's easy to dig out a big hole. They burned out the
village. He carved out a statue. I figured out the answer. They found
out the truth.
(3) exhaustion
We talked ourselves out. We're all talked out.
My energy played out. My energy is all played out.
(4) metaphorical meaning
drop out (of school), fall out (with a friend), hold out (hope of sth, the
possibility of sth),
break out (with measles), bring out (a play) and knock out (a fighter),
etc.
Nevertheless, these traditional semantic analyses seem to be rather unsystematic,
and do not reveal much about the complex nature of verb + particle constructions.
In contrast, as recognised by cognitive linguists, e.g. Lindner (1981), Lakoff
(1987), Rudzka-Ostyn (2003), and Tyler & Evans (2003), etc. the meanings of
phrasal verbs clearly go from the concrete to the abstract, and metaphors serve as a
link between them. Since foreign learners often do not see this path and do not
recognise the metaphor underlying the abstract meanings, they find many phrasal
verbs difficult to understand. Consequently, they either use them improperly or
they use them rarely.
In fact, many phrasal verbs are metaphorical, and if you understand the
metaphors they use, it will be easier to understand and remember their meanings.
Consider the following pairs of examples (cf. Rundell, 2005: LS 5):
The dog dug up an old bone.
Two planes were shot down.
Burglars had broken into their
house while they were away.

We dug up some interesting facts.
Each proposal was shot down.
She broke into his conversation.

In each pair, the first phrasal verb has a literal meaning and refers to a physical
action, while the second is metaphorical and describes an action that is similar in
some way to the first. For example, when someone digs up information, they
discover it, and the process seems similar to the way in which dogs find bones that
have been buried in the ground.
Some phrasal verbs have only metaphorical meanings. For example, to
breeze in means to enter a place confidently, without seeming to care what other
people think: perhaps the attitude and action reminds us of the movement of a
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breeze. Similarly, to rope someone in means to persuade someone to do something
that they do not really want to do: perhaps it reminds us of the way in which people
use ropes to catch animals or to collect them together.
As pointed out by Rudzka-Ostyn (2003: 2), understanding the meaning of
the verb is important but not always sufficient. In many cases, the major problem
with phrasal verbs is gaining insight into the meaning(s) of their particles and
understanding why one particle is used and another is not.
Moon in the „Language Study" of Macmillan Phrasal Verbs Plus (2005:
LS 5) notes that when the verb part of a phrasal verb is used in a metaphorical way,
this is usually obvious. But the particles may be used metaphorically, too. This is
less easy to recognise, but in fact, there is often a clear connection between the
literal meanings of the particle and its metaphorical extension. For example, up
literally describes movement towards a higher position, and metaphorically it has
got to do with increases in size, number or strength (e.g. Prices went up), or down
literally describes movement towards a lower position, and its metaphorical
meanings have to do with decreases in size, number or strength (e.g. The children
quietened down). The recognition of the link between the literal and idiomatic
meanings of particles via metaphors has been a major contribution of cognitive
linguistics to a better understanding of the meanings of phrasal verbs.
As might be obvious from the examples above, the meanings of phrasal
verbs are analysable, at least to some degree. Nevertheless, the verb and a particle
form a semantic unity, which can often be manifested in replacement by a singleword verb, mainly of Romance origin, for example produce for turn outy extinguish
for blow out, omit for leave out and tolerate for put up with etc. However, this is
not always a reliable criterion for the idiomatic status of multi-word verbs. First,
there are a lot of verb + particle combinations, like get away with and run out of,
which do not have one-word paraphrases. Second, there are non-idiomatic
combinations, such as go across (=cross), go past (=pass) and sail around
(=circumnavigate) which do have such paraphrases (cf. Quirk et al. 1985: 1162).
It must, however, be pointed out that in many cases phrasal verbs and their
single-word equivalents have such different ranges of use, meaning, or collocation
that a single-word synonym cannot be substituted appropriately for a phrasal verb.
Single-word synonyms are often much more formal in style than phrasal verbs, so
they seem out of place in many contexts, for example retreat is more formal than
back away; protrude is more formal than stick out and demolish is more formal
than pull down (cf. Kovács 2006 d).
To add to their semantic complexity, phrasal verbs may be synonymous
with other phrasal verbs, as well. In most cases, they are similar in stylistic usage,
for example call back and ring back mean almost the same as phone back; count on
and bet on mean almost the same as bank on, and rely on is a less informal
expression although there are synonyms which are socio-linguistically different, as
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illustrated in the following examples: pass away or pass on are used especially
when you want to avoid using the word 'die because you think that this might
upset someone. In contrast, peg out represents informal, British English usage for
die' Shut up and belt up, which are very informal and impolite, are used for
telling someone to be quiet. Bust up, used for ending a relationship, is more
informal than break up or split up.
Besides the abovementioned semantic complexities, it has also commonly
been noted by both teachers and grammarians that the disposition of the words
involved and their syntax is also governed by complex and unpredictable rules.
Identifying the most commonly occurring learner-errors, Glennis Pye (1998: 2)
also observes that one of the most common errors is that of syntax, but object and
subject restriction and collocation of phrasal verbs are also problematic for the
learner. Consider the following examples (cf. Rundell, 2005: 182):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Giving up his job was the last thing we expected him to do.
Have you ever tried to give alcohol up?
It was a difficult time but we never gave up hope.
His wife finally persuaded him to give up working late.

As a rule, the NP object either follows or precedes the particle, such as up in give
up in sentence 1. and 2., respectively, although the word order V+A+N, i.e. give up
alcohol is more common even in example 2. In contrast, in the expression give up
hope and when the object is realised by an -ing clause, up cannot be separated from
the verb.
Another problem facing learners wishing to use phrasal verbs correctly is
the difficulty of knowing exactly which nouns can combine with particular phrasal
verbs. A native English speaker will know that it is natural and normal to say carry
on a conversation, a talk or a discussion. In contrast, carry out collocates with
experiment, test, research or investigation (cf. Cowie & Mackin 1993: xv).
Furthermore, there is a widespread view that the bulk of these verb +
particle combinations are mainly used in colloquial English and non-standard
varieties including slang. Live (1965: 429) also notes that old though it is, the
pattern is still productive, especially in American English, yielding new examples
such as blast o f f , shell out, flunk out, break through, rope in, come across, string
along, dream up, wait up, fall for, go for, get at and a host of fresh technical items
as well as slang expressions structured in this manner.
Just like Live, Lipka (1972: 161) also points out that the word-formative
productivity of VPCs (verb particle construction) is more active in slang than in
standard usage, and it seems to be considerably greater in American English.
As evidence for the observation above, consider the incredibly great
number of synonyms that The Lewin s Random House Thesaurus of Slang (1988),
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a dictionary of American slang gives for drunk: boomed out, buoyed up, juiced up,
tanked up, turned on, zonked out, snookered up, pissed up to the eyebrows, lit up,
lit up like a Christmas tree, canned up, set up, spaced out, passed out, laid out,
guyed out, alkied up, tore up, tore down, wiped out, jazzed up, jugged up, lushed
up, oiled up, schizzed out, shot down, tanked out, maxed out, liquored up, geared
up, ginned up, teed up, etc. There are almost as many synonyms for die, as well:
kick o f f , kick in, pass away, cool o f f , bump o f f , give up the ghost, turn up one's
shoes, go down the tube, go belly up, kiss o f f , knock o f f , pop o f f , slam o f f , drop o f f ,
pipe o f f , shove o f f , step o f f , go off/step off the deep end, cash in, cash in one's
chips, pass in/ hand in one's checks, call off all bets, check out, check in, push up
daisies, peg out, pass out, strike out, chalk out, flake out, flack out, dance o f f , etc.
The authors of the Collins COBUILD Dictionary of Phrasal Verbs (1995:
iv /2002: v) also remark in their foreword that phrasal verbs tend to be rather
'colloquial' or 'informal' and more appropriate to spoken than written English.
According to Malcolm Goodale (1993: iv), however, it is a common misconception
that phrasal verbs are mostly used in spoken language. They can be found in many
styles of writing, including highly formal government reports. To prove this,
consider the following examples used in formal styles: adjourn to 'leave one place
and move to another', apprise sb of sth 'to tell someone about something', consort
with f to spend time with someone who is considered bad', dispense with 'not to use
or do it because it is not necessary' emanate from 'come from a particular place',
expatiate on 'to talk or write a lot or in great detail about something', infringe on
'to limit or reduce the rights or freedom of a person, organisation or country' or
inveigh against 'to criticize someone or something very strongly' It is noteworthy
that the verbs in these combinations are mainly of Latin origin and the particles are
prepositions.
As for the morphology of phrasal verbs, it can be observed that phrasal
verbs derive primarily from verbs of movement and action (e.g. go, put, take) and
adverbial particles of direction and location (e.g. up, o f f , down). The base verbs are
mainly monosyllabic and may underlie a range of phrasal verbs, for example get
underlies get away, get back, get down, get in, get on, get off and get up, etc. The
combinations are used both literally and figuratively, and are often idioms or
elements in idioms: get away with murder, get on like a house on fire, get back at
someone and get up to mischief, etc.
As is pointed out by McArthur (1992: 774), in addition to the traditional
combination of verb of movement plus directional particle, phrasal verbs are
commonly created from adjectives, nouns, and Latinate verbs:
1. From adjectives
basically, with -en verbs: brighten/ brighten up, flatten/ flatten down/ out, freshen
up, harden o f f , loosen o f f / up, slacken o f f / up, smarten up, soften up, tighten up,
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toughen up. Where verbs in -en cannot be formed (i.e. from adjectives ending in n,
ng, m, I, r, th9 or a spoken vowel), the particle is added directly, such as in calm
down 'to become/ make calm', cool off 'to become/ make cool', even out 'to
become/ make even' and tidy up 'to make tidy', etc.
2. From nouns
by telescoping an expression containing a phrasal verb and a special noun: hammer
out encapsulating beat out with a hammer, channel off telescoping carry or run off
by means of a channel, brick up meaning close up with bricks. Many phrasal verbs
emerge in this way, such as bed down, board up, book out, button up, dish out, fog
up, gang up, hose down, iron out, jack up, mist up, saddle up, sponge down and
wall in, etc.
3. From Latinate verbs
Particles are added, usually as completives and intensives, to two- and threesyllable verbs of Latin origin, for example contract out, divide off/up, level o f f ,
measure off/out, select out and separate off/out, etc. It is noted, however, that such
usages are sometimes described as barbarous and pleonastic, but such criticism
does not affect their widespread use.
As for the success of phrasal verbs, Bolinger (1971: xii) assumes that it
lies, on the one hand, in the familiarity and manageability of the elements, i.e. the
vast majority of the source verbs are common Germanic monosyllables, and the
particles are a limited number of highly frequent adverbs and prepositions. On the
other hand, their success lies in the fact that the phrasal verb is a 'floodgate of
metaphor' Well ahead of the cognitive approach to phrasal verbs, Bolinger
assumes that in a lot of meanings of phrasal verbs the metaphorical core lies bare,
though we tend to ignore it, e.g. in step out:
I'm stepping out for a few minutes (absenting myself).
We're stepping out tonight (celebrating).
She's stepping out on him (two-timing him).
It is noteworthy that Sinclair (2002: 359) refers to one more meaning of step out,
more exactly step out of a role or situation (I don't regret stepping out of the
security of marriage), which clearly shows the metaphorical link to its literal
meaning, i.e. to leave a place for short time.
Furthermore, Bolinger (1971: xii) also notes that many Latinate forms have
themselves picked up 'redundant' particles like perforate through, extend out, refer
back, proceedforth, but these forms may be regarded as non-standard.
Lipka (1972: 165) also points out that in some VPCs (verb-particle
constructions) the particle will be regarded as redundant by a number of speakers,
i.e. the VPC and the simplex verb can be used interchangeably without a noticeable
difference in meaning, while certain verbs are said to occur never, or very rarely,
without a particle, as for example those in auction o f f , jot down and peter out.
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Similarly to Lipka, Quirk et al. (1985: 1150) also give some examples
when words occur as verbs only when combined with particles, e.g. beaver in
beaver away, egg in egg on, and eke in eke out.
Considering what has been mentioned above, no wonder phrasal verbs
represent a feature of English much dreaded by learners, and consequently many of
them tend to avoid phrasal verbs. Instead of using them, students often rely on
larger, rarer, and clumsier words which might make their language sound stilted
and awkward (cf. Kovács 2005 b).
As for the diachronic development of phrasal verbs, it can be stated that
they have always been common in English. They have, however, increased in
number since the mid 19th century and even more so since the mid-20th century,
especially in Am.E. and have only recently been described in detail. As some
linguists, e.g. Strang (1970); de la Cruz (1972); Hiltunen (1983); and Brinton
(1988) observe, from OE to Early Modern English the language underwent an
important structural shift, from a productive system of verbal prefixes to a new
system of post-verbal particles with the phrasal verb becoming more and more
common. In the OE period the prefixed verbs were predominant, but phrasal verbs
also occurred, with the particle both following and preceding the verb. As the
verbal prefixes continue to be weakened and overgeneralised, the phrasal verb
extends its domain in ME and the figurative, idiomatic uses of phrasal verbs begin
to appear. They are quite common in Chaucer and Shakespeare, but as far as
linguists are concerned, it is the 18th century lexicographer, Samuel Johnson
(1755/1963: 5) who is among the first to consider them seriously. This is what he
writes about such formations in the Preface to the Dictionary of the English
Language:
„There is another kind of composition more frequent in our language than
perhaps in any other, from which arises to foreigners the greatest difficulty.
We modify the signification of many words by a particle subjoined, as to
come off 'to escape by a fetch'; to fall on 'to attack'; to fall off 'to
apostatise'; to break off'to stop abruptly'
These I have noted with great
care."
As pointed out by Rot (1966: 200), phrasal verbs are playing an ever increasing
role in the macro-system of present day English. They add to its elements and
structures an amazing wealth of shades of meaning and syntactic variation. The
most frequently used verbs enter into a great number of combinations with adverbs,
thus enriching the grammatical and lexico-semantic expressiveness of the language
in many ways.
The set of English phrasal verbs is constantly growing and changing. New
combinations appear and spread. Let us just think of the combinations that have
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become a matter of common knowledge by the development of computer science
and the internet, such as get bumped off the net, back up a document, boot your
computer up, fire off an email, page down, power up your computer and scan in
pictures from a book, etc.
Besides, some of these new phrasal verbs are particularly common in
informal language, and are frequently used by the media and young people so as to
sound up-to-date and lively, for example: be partied out 'have had enough of
parties because you have been to so many', big up 'praise something very highly',
bliss out 'become totally happy and relaxed', buy into 'completely believe in a set
of ideas', chill out 'relax completely', sex up 'make something seem more exciting
as it really is', text back 'send a text message in reply', veg out 'sit and relax and do
nothing' and pig out 'eat an extremely large amount of food, much more than you
need', etc.
Yet these new combinations are rarely made on a random basis, but form
patterns which can, to some extent, be anticipated. Particles often have particular
meanings which they contribute to a variety of combinations, and which are
productive: that is, these fixed meanings are used in order to create new
combinations, e.g. the particle up has the meaning of completing and finishing in
drink up, eat up, heal up or break up, off has the meaning of obstructing and
separating in block o f f , brick o f f , cut off or wall off or down has the meaning of
completing or failing in break down, close down, hunt down or turn down, etc.
Sometimes, old phrases have found new uses, such as plough back. It
originally meant to return a crop that you have grown to the soil. This was done to
produce more. It is easy to see how this can change to being used about reinvesting
profits in a business. What is more, some phrases get new opposites, such as dress
up, which means putting on special clothes and perhaps jewellery for formal
occasions. Today, modern companies often try to create and foster a more creative
and relaxed atmosphere by allowing staff to dress down once a week, that is, to
wear more casual clothes (cf. Cowie & Mackin, 2001: S20-21).
It is also noteworthy that phrasal verbs used as nouns and adjectives are
also in abundance in English (cf. Kovacs, 2006 a, b). The frequent use of phrasal
verbs converted into nouns and adjectives proves an invaluable word-formational
device for increasing vocabulary through native resources, instead of borrowing
from foreign languages. As Bolinger (1971: xiii) observes, the phrasal verb is next to noun + noun combinations - probably the most prolific source of new
nouns in English, for example make-up is formed from make up (i.e. apply
cosmetics to one's face); handout from hand out (i.e. distribute, circulate); tellingoff from tell off (i.e. reproach, reprimand); outcast from cast out (i.e. force
somebody to leave a place; expel) or upbringing from bring up (i.e. raise, rear,
educate).
Besides, there are also adjectives which are formed from phrasal verbs,
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such as: Something that is beat-up or beaten up is old and in bad condition (a
broken television set, empty bottles, or beat-up old armchair, a beaten-up yellow
Mini); a broken-down vehicle or a machine no longer works because it has
something wrong with it (pushing a broken-down car); oncoming means moving
towards you (oncoming traffic) or you use outgoing to describe a person who is
friendly and open in his/her behaviour (Adler was an outgoing, sociable kind of
man.)
Finally, I assume that the productivity and importance of phrasal verbs in
Modern English is also shown by the fact that a number of dictionaries of phrasal
verbs started to be published in the 80s, e.g. Collins Dictionary of English Phrasal
Verbs and Their Idioms (1974); Oxford Dictionary of Current Idiomatic English.
Volume 1: Verbs with Prepositions and Particles (1975). This process went on
with Longman Dictionary of Phrasal Verbs (1983); The Student's Dictionary of
Phrasal Verbs (1989); Collins COBUILD Dictionary of Phrasal Verbs (1989,
1995, 2002) Oxford Dictionary of Phrasal Verbs (1993), Oxford Phrasal Verbs
Dictionary for Learners of English (2001, 2006), Macmillan Phrasal Verbs Plus
(2005) and Cambridge International Dictionary of Phrasal Verbs (1997, 2006)
appearing on the market.
Some workbooks on phrasal verbs are also available, let us just mention
the most up-to-date ones: J. Milton, B. Blake & V Evans (2000): A Good Turn of
Phrase. Advanced Practice in Phrasal Verbs and Prepositional Verbs, Michael
McCarthy & Felicity O'Dell (2004) English Phrasal Verbs in Use, Jake Allshop
(2002) Test Your Phrasal Verbs, Dilys Parkinson (2005) Really Learn 100 Phrasal
Verbs, (2007) Really Learn 100 More Phrasal Verbs and Michael McCarthy &
Felicity O'Dell (2007) English Phrasal Verbs in Use Advanced.
I hope to have been able to give an insight into how phrasal verbs work. I
am convinced that familiarity with all these aspects of phrasal verbs mentioned
above could make them a more manageable part of the English language and put an
end to learners' fears of learning and using them.
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